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About This Game

Set in the golden age of pirates, this is your chance to become pirate king and conquer the Caribbean.
Join, champion, and unite the three pirate factions: Pirates, Corsairs and Buccaneers. You must ultimately leverage this unity in

all out war against the evil Pirates of Black Cove.
Manage and develop parts of three strongholds and visit them to pick up faction and storyline missions. Visit the Alchemist to

find out what special ingredients are needed for the wacky potions and embark on adventures to find and collect them.
Unite the three Pirate factions to gain access to their hero units and ultimately take down the Pirates of Black Cove and become

King of all the pirates. If you have what it takes that is.

Key features:

Roam the open World with your Pirate crew and pick up missions as you sail the seas.

Notoriety and fame brings you closer to your ultimate goal: the King of All Pirates

Battle it out with the forces of Black Cove and other colonial nations on both land and sea

Select your character from several different Pirate Captains, each with their own unique skills and features

Make creative use of some of he wackiest land and sea based weapons ever to grace a Pirate world
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Varied units and weapons allows You to carry out the battles as You see fit
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Title: Pirates of Black Cove
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Nitro Games
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2011
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So - I played this game for hundreds of hours back when it was Sword of the new world, Had close to all the characters when I
finished playing but I will say this, I LOVED IT spent hours a day playing this and got into one of the top 5 clans when doing
map wars but and i stress the but, I wasn't actually playing it was 90% of the playtime i racked up being afk farming since the
game farms for you the grind was so unreal that it puts most Korean MMOs to shame. If you've played before and want your old
account back then don't hold your breath most old accounts are gone forever.
On a good note the characters are beautiful and varied the maps are wonedrfull the leveling mechanics are fine the bog standard
in every game these days untill you hit the first level cap. But seeing as it's now an outdated game with far too many versions by
different companies... Avoided this after 15 mins of playing again. I'm impressed, seriously! At first glance it's a simple arcade
shooter... but there is much more delicious stuff inside :)

Even at the Early Access stage, the game has lots of fun

1) Movement \\ jumps \\ teleportation - set high dynamics
2) weapon options \\ limited ammo \\ reloading guns - add complexity and game becomes like a challenge
3) Defense mode with traps - adds strategically diverse game style
4) Power-ups \\ upgrades \\ in-game money - I love it :)

I like Rogue Star Rescue precisely for this combination of dynamics and strategy. Keep up good work and looking forward to a
full release!. I loved this game back in the day,
But this version has level scaling I never noticed in the old game release.
if you level up to much in a small ship you will end up only facing more powerful ships and crews. some might like this I
personally don't
I don't mind strong enemie ships But as a pirate I want to encounter weak ships.
that are easy to take on, and not that they all from that point on are stronger ships that you can easily lose to.

This is just my fustration with this game,
The Age of Pirates version was better.. sik gibi oyun. A unique and fun puzzle game that kind of needs a story or some sort of
progression to be as satisfying as it should be. As it stands, you have a two minute test after which your performance is
evaluated and you get a letter grade. I'd really like to see this developed into something more engaging, be it a Papers, Please
style slow reveal, or something comical like the old John Cheever story about the radio.

I'll note that the game is wonky sometimes, with "good" solutions flickering between two video clips and the sound jittery. This
seems to come and go. If your game doesn't look and sound like the gameplay trailer, try a reboot. Or do what I did and just wait
several months.

Recommended even so. It's fun and there's nothing else on Steam quite like it.. I recommend this game for people who have
played and loved Zombie Exodus. Yet it saddened me when I found out this game was unfinished. The beginning of this game is
amazing. I just hope they don't ask for a lot of money for part II if they ask for any money at all. Otherwise this game is as good
as Zombie Exodus.. Very decent horror game for a small price.

This one I can undoubtedly recommend to every horror-fan out there. It's short, scary, easy to play but hard to master if you
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want all the achievements you have to record paranormal activities, aka jumpscares... that's not exactly easy .
It has a great story, good design for the house and the gameplay is very intuitive and the riddles all make sense.
40cents on sale, 2 bucks regularly, are really not too much here, just get it, it's worth your time!. Pretty cool game I thoroughly
enjoyed playing it, definitely reminds me of another game called observer (by the guys that done layers of fear) I personally
didn\u2019t play it in VR because I don\u2019t have a VR headset so I can\u2019t vouch for how good that works but I can
only imagine it\u2019s a lot more intense.
The standard playthrough I done with no VR however was great and I think they have done an awesome job it\u2019s definitely
creepy and slightly unsettling, however I personally wouldn\u2019t say it\u2019s worth full asking price if it\u2019s something
you are interested in trying out then get it on sale, my reason behind this is if you don\u2019t take your time (collect all
audio\/video logs and look at everything) the game can be completed in a very short amount of time.
. What a terrible game...
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Maybe it's just where I am in my own life, but I felt embarassed when I was playing this. Everything about the game is overly
stereotyped and over sexualized like some pre-pubescent fantasy of some sort. Honestly, I couldnt stick with the game past the
initial part I played through. It was just to difficult to accept this as the way any game is presented these days. It wasnt funny or
cute or anything else that might redeem it. It was just flat out crass, pure and simple.
While I dont think less of others for enjoying this game, I couldnt justify continuing when I have so many better beat em ups in
my game library, that I dont feel demean me when I'm playing them.
'nuff said.. The game is making alot of progress. There is still a steep learning curve and the lack of creating twine is difficult
for beginners lol. I used to play this all the time on PS3 with a friend of mine. It definitely still holds up (even in singleplayer) as
a good physics puzzle game, as well as a twinstick shooter. Movement could be considered a bit sluggish, but to me it's not that
big of a deal. For its price, I'd say it's worth a purchase even if you have just a slight interest in doing so. You'd be surprised at
how addicting it is.. I reealy like this indie game, i don't know why people wirte negative reviews for this game...i'm not a friend
with developer and i don't get payed positive review as someone said, i'm a guy from Romania and this is my positive review,
it's fun to play this chicken reminds me chicken road from mobile platforms :D btw i have a message for developer: "if you see
this message please tell me what is the name of the song from forest i reealy like it <3 and keep doing your job i apreciate you".
Way too short for the asking price of 4.99\u20ac. I purchased it for 2.49\u20ac and it is still too much. Played through in 10
minutes and the map design was just lazy. Prefabs from the campaign\/multiplayer maps. No clear objective whatsoever. Cheap
assasination. Too easy. Do not buy.. The entire game takes about 30 minutes to complete. The idea with using the camera to see
things that aren't there with the naked eye is cool. Puzzles are very straight forward. Enemies consist of an abusive father ghost
and a little girl making a cameo appearance here and there. There's a quick time event where you need to defend yourself
against father ghost. The rest of the game is pretty much running around triggering an event and solving a puzzle.
Stock horror sounds and music felt a little out of place; like a looping soundtrack I would use on Halloween and I think I heard
the Sailor Moon theme song play somewhere in there for no reason but I could be imagining it. Story element is not really
existent. No idea why the game is called Judas. Notes scattered around the apartment are not in proper sentence format.
The game itself is not that bad. I bought it on sale, however I would not pay full price for it as it's very short.. Game is very
enjoyable and fun, I had won 10 races and all I had to really do was lower the weight of the car and she handled perfectly. I
won't call this a "Pay to win" game and that's only because I saw no major difference in buying money to get parts that are only
accessible buy having said money in the first place, there is no added advantage because everything that you can get by simply
playing the game and spending no real world money can be bought or accessed if you did spend at least $1. So in that aspect the
game isn't broken, I would love to see more options in the shop to buy for my car such as styles of fenders and options to tint the
windows and hopefully visual detail and options under the hood.
  I have not had any issues playing the game as it is and I can only hope that any updates in the future will keep that flow,
however I'm not dumb and know that things happen when games are being developed and it takes time, so I hope you use your
time well to truly mold this game into something more outstanding than the next developer to take charge.

  Forgive me for making this seem like a personal challenge to you but I didn't know how else to word it, but this game has a lot
of room to grow into something amazing that I will never remove from my library. I cant wait to see how this game develops
and transforms into an amazing title, keep up the great work. I couldn't have asked for a better street racing game on steam than
this.. I enjoyed this game overall, but was let down by the linear story (despite it being a choose your own adventure story) and
the fact that despite the story not taking itself seriously, all the silly choices seemed to be destined to fail. It would ahve
benefitted from being able to replay the last section rather than the whole game if you want to get a slightly different ending.
Failing your last mission after all that investment..... not a good feeling. For the price though, definately give it a look.. Good
game with awesome 8-bit colors. Recommended getting it!. Swingy Sword has a lot of edge
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ate grass\/10
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better than I expected.
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